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Abstract: Assessing the applicability of theory to major adaptive radiations in deep time represents
an extremely difficult problem in evolutionary biology. Neoaves, which includes 95% of living
birds, is believed to have undergone a period of rapid diversification roughly coincident with the
Cretaceous–Paleogene (K-Pg) boundary. We investigate whether basal neoavian lineages experienced
an ecological release in response to ecological opportunity, as evidenced by density compensation.
We estimated effective population sizes (Ne) of basal neoavian lineages by combining coalescent
branch lengths (CBLs) and the numbers of generations between successive divergences. We used
a modified version of Accurate Species TRee Algorithm (ASTRAL) to estimate CBLs directly from
insertion–deletion (indel) data, as well as from gene trees using DNA sequence and/or indel data.
We found that some divergences near the K-Pg boundary involved unexpectedly high gene tree
discordance relative to the estimated number of generations between speciation events. The simplest
explanation for this result is an increase in Ne, despite the caveats discussed herein. It appears that at
least some early neoavian lineages, similar to the ancestor of the clade comprising doves, mesites,
and sandgrouse, experienced ecological release near the time of the K-Pg mass extinction.
Keywords: effective population size; Neoaves; adaptive radiation; ecological opportunity; ecological
release; indels

1. Introduction
Biologists have speculated about the tempo of evolutionary change since the dawn of evolutionary
biology, with Darwin famously embracing gradualism (e.g., [1,2], but see [3,4] for a more nuanced
discussion of Darwin’s views). However, early evolutionary biologists held many different views;
in fact, Darwin’s half-cousin Francis Galton advocated the idea that evolutionary change occurred
in bursts [5]. Ultimately, George Gaylord Simpson brought this topic into the modern synthesis
when he published his “Tempo and Mode in Evolution” [6], where he argued that the tempo of
evolutionary change was quite variable. Simpson also argued that the facts regarding the fossil record
were consistent with the then emerging field of population genetics. Despite those arguments, Simpson
was pessimistic regarding the potential for genetics to contribute directly to the study of tempo and
mode, observing that geneticists have “ . . . the grave defect that they cannot reproduce the vast and
complex horizontal extent of the natural environment and, particularly, the immense span of time in
which population changes really occur” [6] (p. xxix). Overall, his view was that geneticists may “ . . .
reveal what happens to a hundred rats in the course of 10 years . . . but not what happened to a billion
rats in the course of 10 million years under the fluctuating conditions of earth history.” Much has
changed in the 75 years since Simpson expressed these pessimistic views regarding the use genetics
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to study tempo and mode over deep time; the era of phylogenomics has made it possible to collect
large amounts of sequence data that can be combined with information from the fossil record and
sophisticated models to yield exactly the types of information the Simpson viewed as solely available
from the fossil record.
Arguably, the first efforts to study tempo and mode in a quantitative framework using molecular
data began with the realization that the shapes and branch lengths of phylogenetic trees carried
substantial information (reviewed by [7,8]). These types of studies led to the inference of major changes
in the tempo of vertebrate diversification in deep time [9]. These types of inferences permitted rates of
cladogenesis in deep time to be connected with the theory of adaptive radiations, which Schluter [10]
defined as, “a proliferation of species within a single clade accompanied by significant interspecific
divergence in the kinds of resources exploited and in the morphological and physiological traits used
to exploit those resources.” Although there is some disagreement about what constitutes adaptive
radiation and how it is recognized (reviewed by Glor [11]), it seems clear that the major diversifications
recognized by Alfaro et al. [9] represented short periods of very rapid, even explosive, cladogenesis.
While both explosive and adaptive radiations are characterized by a rapid rate of phyletic divergence,
adaptive radiations are distinct in that divergent selection is hypothesized to be the driver of rapid
speciation and phenotypic divergence.
It has long been argued based on the fossil record that the basal lineages of Neoaves underwent
an explosive and possibly adaptive radiation following the Cretaceous–Paleogene (K-Pg) mass
extinction (e.g., [12–15]). The conflicting “long fuse” model of neoavian evolution was based on
older timetree studies (e.g., [16–18]), some of which used dubious fossil calibrations and/or strong
assumptions regarding vicariance phylogeographic hypotheses (e.g., [19–21]). There exist some recent
paleontological studies that infer the divergence of some taxonomically restrictive clades in the late
Cretaceous [14,22]. However, with only a few exceptions [23], recent phylogenomic-scale timetree
analyses of birds that have used large, well-vetted fossil databases [24–29] have largely reconciled the
molecular and paleontological perspectives, and they have corroborated the hypothesis that some basal
lineages of neoavian birds experienced an explosive radiation very close in time to the K-Pg boundary,
while others such as the speciose Passeriformes did not. Indeed, modern timetrees indicate that early
divergences among most supraordinal clades and many lineages of modern orders appear to have
occurred within a span of roughly 10 million years. Intervals between some successive divergences
occurred in as little as <1 million years (MY). It is worth noting that this rate of speciation is not
exceptional by modern standards [30]. Thus, the apparent burst of origin of lineages near the K-Pg
boundary could result simply because the lineages that arose during this period did not go extinct,
rather than an acceleration of speciation. Although direct evidence for selection is lacking, it can be
inferred that the neoavian radiation was adaptive in as much as several distinct and highly diverged
ecomorphological apomorphies are recognizable by the mid- to late-Paleocene (e.g., penguins [22],
tropicbird-like pelagics [31,32], mousebirds [14,33], and owls [34,35]), and much of the ecological space
currently occupied by extant bird families was filled by the early Eocene [36]. Indeed, the ability of
species to rapidly diverge and exploit unoccupied niche space may be central to why rapidly produced
species did not become extinct.
However, the fossil record and molecular clock analyses have a number of limitations that could
impact the inference that an explosive or adaptive radiation occurred at the base of Neoaves near the
K-Pg boundary. For example, one could argue that Neoaves is actually characterized by a number of
“ghost lineages” that extend into the Cretaceous. Similarly, one could argue that variation in the rate of
avian molecular evolution has confounded relaxed clock analyses to the point where the results of those
analyses are meaningless. Finally, the fact that fossils are used to calibrate timetrees produced using
relaxed clock analyses raises the possibility that these two sources of error could interact. However,
these sources of error are not particularly compelling. The dearth of neornithine fossils vis-à-vis
abundant archaic non-neornithine birds in uppermost Cretaceous deposits diminishes concerns of
preservational bias upon which the ghost lineage hypothesis rests. Likewise, many potential biases
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in relaxed clock analyses would tend to bias timetrees toward older dates rather than more recent
dates [37,38]. Indeed, the inference of a rapid radiation at the base of Neoaves seems relatively clear
from the very short branches in multi-locus phylogenetic trees without corrections to make the trees
ultrametric [24,25,39,40]. Even some analyses that argued against a radiation near the K-Pg boundary
find evidence that branches near the base of Neoaves are quite short [41]. Despite the relatively
compelling nature of these arguments, it would be desirable to find ways to test the adaptive (or
explosive) radiation hypothesis for Neoaves using data that are independent of the fossil record.
There is indeed evidence of an explosive radiation of Neoaves that is independent of the fossil
record or timetrees. The discordance among transposable element (TE) insertions [24,42–44], molecular
characters for which homoplasy is very limited (but potentially non-zero [45]), provides evidence
for extensive conflict among gene trees at the base of Neoaves. That conflict is consistent with the
hypothesis that there was extensive incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) near the base of the neoavian
tree that has no doubt contributed to the difficulty of confidently resolving branching order among
major lineages of Neoaves (e.g., [40,44,46]). Parsimony analyses of indel (insertion–deletion) data also
provided evidence for extensive ILS associated with the short branches at the base of the neoavian tree
(see Figure 3e,f in Jarvis et al. [24]). Of course, conflicts among gene trees estimated from nucleotide
sequences have long been appreciated [24,25,39,40,46–48], and this conflict has also been interpreted as
evidence for ILS. However, conflict among gene trees can be driven by error in gene trees; in contrast,
conflict among low-homoplasy genomic characters (i.e., rare genomic changes) provide much more
direct evidence for ILS (reviewed by Braun et al. [49]). Gene tree discordance due to ILS decreases
exponentially as branch lengths increase (Figure 1). However, both time and effective population size
(Ne) are critical components of coalescent branch lengths (CBLs). Thus, the evidence that the branches
at the base of Neoaves in the avian species tree are characterized by large amounts of conflict due to
ILS provides direct evidence that those branches represent extremely short periods of time.
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Figure 1. Expected proportion of discordant gene trees under the neutral multispecies coalescent for
a species tree with a specific internal branch length. This figure shows the exponential decay of the
expected proportion of discordant gene trees calculated as described by Pamilo and Nei [50] given
the simplest case (i.e., sampling individual gene trees from a rooted three taxon tree with a constant
population size and generation time). For this figure, we assumed an eight-year generation time (based
on [51]; see Methods) and a constant effective population size (Ne) of 112,451 (the median of the recent
Ne values reported by Nadachowska-Brzyska et al. [52]).

Despite the now extensive evidence that Neoaves underwent a rapid or explosive radiation near
the K-Pg boundary, the question of whether the early diversification of Neoaves represents an adaptive
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radiation remains open. Corroborating the hypothesis that ancient explosive radiations, such as those
highlighted by Alfaro et al. [9], actually involved phenomena similar to the more recent adaptive
radiations would seem to require information beyond the rate of cladogenesis. Genomic evidence of
a biotic response to ecological opportunity would help to corroborate the hypothesis that Neoaves
experienced ecological release near the K-Pg boundary. Such evidence might be found in genomic
signatures of ecological release.
Ecological release describes any of a variety of ways in which a species may respond to opportunity,
which may or may not in turn lead to adaptive radiation. The prevailing paradigm is that ecological
release may follow and result from the exploitation of ecological opportunity that opens an adaptive
landscape, whether by evolution of a novel adaptation, the availability of unexploited resources, release
from heterospecific antagonists, or some other factor [53–58]. Ecological release may be manifested
as a flattening of the fitness landscape, broader habitat or resource use, increased trait variation,
and density compensation [56], and this at least hypothetically could sometimes lead to adaptive
radiation. Studies of the roles and effects of ecological opportunity and release in adaptive radiation
have been predominated by experimental systems [59] and oft-cited (and sometimes relatively small)
recent radiations (e.g., White Sands lizards [60], Caribbean anoles [61,62], Lake Victoria cichlids [63],
Caribbean birds [64], Hawaiian honeycreepers [65], Galapagos finches [66], Madagascan vangas [30,67],
white-eyes [30], and auks [68]), and the outcomes of even these are inconsistent. However, there
exists a strong difference in the level of subjective inference about the role of ecological opportunity
in the radiation of major clades based on the fossil record and in more process-based studies of
smaller ‘insular’ recent clades. Studies of large-scale adaptive radiations are necessarily inferential,
based on the fossil record (e.g., marine invertebrates [69], ammonites [70], irregular echinoids [71],
tracheophyte plants [72], Neotropical cichlids [73], tetanuran dinosaurs [74], or based on comparative
phylogenetic birth/death or Lineage Through Time (LTT) analyses of species richness (e.g., various
angiosperm clades [75], birds [76], or based on phenotypic diversity (e.g., suboscine ovenbirds and
woodcreepers [77], Neotropical cichlids [73], or based on correlation with time-calibrated geophysical
and climatic episodes (e.g., passerines [29,78], or some combination of the above.
Density compensation [79,80] is a form of ecological release that has been of particular interest
in neontological studies of adaptive radiations, particularly among founding island populations or
invasive species. Density compensation is characterized by a transient increase in population size
of a founding population in response to an abundance of resources in the absence of heterospecific
competitors and/or predators. We reasoned that it might be possible to find evidence for such a
transient increase in effective population size in deep time by using rare genomic changes to estimate
the amount of ILS.
Herein, we combine estimates of CBL obtained using genome-scale indel data with information
from timetrees and reconstructions of ancestral generation times to yield what we believe to be the
first empirical estimates of the relative effective population size (Ne of ancestral lineages in very
deep time. Our approach bears some similarity to recently described approaches [81,82] and those
of Tiley et al. [83], who estimated CBL using binary data (TE insertions and “perfect” transversions,
respectively). However, we implemented these analyses in a modified version of the commonly used
multispecies coalescent program Accurate Species TRee Algorithm (ASTRAL) [84,85]. We found that
some divergences that were likely to have occurred very close to the K-Pg have anomalously short CBL
relative to the branch lengths in timetrees; the simplest explanation for that result is a very large Ne for
the ancestors of those lineages. Then, we discuss potential sources of bias for the analytical approach
we propose and discuss additional data and improvements to timetree analyses that might allow a
further corroboration (or refutation) of the inferences we report here.
To the extent that our data show evidence of a transient increase in relative Ne of ancestral lineages,
they for the first time provide empirical demographic evidence of a biotic response to hypothesized
ecological opportunity that has been independently invoked as a causative agent of adaptive radiation
of a major clade.
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2. Materials and Methods
We used intronic indels from up to 2515 loci downloaded from the data repository described by
Jarvis et al. [86]. Indels were scored using 2matrix [87] using the simple indel coding method [88].
Then, we used the perl programs used in Houde et al. [89] to generate nexus files [90] with charsets
corresponding to the following size partitions: (1) all indels (3,918,322 characters); (2) multiresidue
indels (≥ 2 base pairs [bp] indels; 702,874 characters); (3) indels with a length ≥10 bp indels (192,851
characters); (4) indels with a length ≥ 50 bp (23,945 characters); and (5) indels with a length ≥100 bp
(13,430 characters). Then, indels for each of these size partitions were concatenated to generate nexus
files with locus annotation (although these were not analyzed as gene trees), generating five files (one
for all intronic indels and four that correspond to the size partitions indicated above). Then, parsimony
informative indels were exported to yield relaxed phylip format files used as input by binary-ASTRAL
(a variant of the program ASTRAL, available from [91]). Binary-ASTRAL accepts a file with binary
characters that are assumed to represent gene tree bipartitions and uses those data to score input trees,
outputting information that includes the quartet support, local posterior probabilities for branches,
and CBL. We used two trees from Jarvis et al. [24] as input trees: (1) the “total evidence nucleotide tree”
(TENT), which was generated by a concatenated maximum likelihood analysis of approximately 42
mega base pairs (Mbp) of sequence data; and (2) the MP-EST* tree, which was generated by applying a
multispecies coalescent method (unweighted statistical binning [92] combined with MP-EST* [93]) to
the same data.
To complement the direct analyses of indels as binary characters, we also estimated coalescent
branch length (CBL) given gene trees estimated using nucleotides, indels, or a combination of nucleotide
and indel data. Briefly, gene trees were estimated using IQ-TREE v. 1.6.10 using the best-fitting
nucleotide model, the best-fitting binary model, or both (for analyses using a nucleotide partition and
an indel partition). The best-fitting models were determined using the -m TEST option. The searches
were conducted using the -czb option, which collapses zero-length branches to form polytomies, but we
did not collapse any other branches (e.g., based on low bootstrap support). Then, the Jarvis et al. [24]
MP-EST* and TENT topologies were scored with ASTRAL 5.6.3 using those gene trees. We conducted
the analyses using two different indel weighting schemes: (1) equal weighting of all indels (filenames
in the supporting data include “unwt”); and (2) long (≥100 bp) indels upweighted 25x relative to
shorter indels and nucleotides (if the latter were included in the analysis) (filenames in the supporting
data include “wt25”). The goal of conducting analyses using weighted long indels was to overcome the
relatively higher parsimony-measured homoplasy of short indels [89]. The underlying assumption that
motivated the wt25 analyses was that observed homoplasy for short indels represents a combination
of hemiplasy [94] and true homoplasy, but the observed homoplasy for long indels was essentially
limited to hemiplasy. We conducted a total of eight analyses: five analyses (nt, indel unwt, indel wt25,
nt + indel unwt, and nt + indel wt25) used gene trees estimated for the 1938 loci that have at least
one parsimony informative long (≥100 bp) indel, and the remaining three analyses used gene trees
estimated for all 2515 loci with informative indels (nt, indel unwt, and nt + indel unwt).
We used the TENT and MP-EST* timetrees generated by Jarvis et al. [24] for divergence time and
branch length estimates. We combined the timetree information with ancestral state reconstructions of
generation lengths (Table S1) generated using the fastanc function of phytools v.0.7.16 and R v.3.6.2 [95]
and using generation lengths for extant species obtained from IUCN [51] (Table S2). Since CBL
for diploid organisms is simply the length of internal branches in generations divided by 2Ne, it is
straightforward to calculate an implied Ne as Ne = t/(2 `c g), where t is the timetree branch length in
years, `c is the estimated CBL, and g is the ancestral generation time. Although we speak of Ne estimates
herein, we emphasize the potential sources of bias in this analysis and call attention to differences in
these estimates using different data partitions (see Discussion). Given the various sources of bias, we
believe that the approach described herein should be viewed, at this point, as a method to highlight
branches with unusually low CBL given their length in the timetrees; the simplest interpretation of
such branches is that they reflect cases where Ne has increased.
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We refer to lower taxa by their vernacular English names for ease of reading, but we generally
follow the nomenclature used by Jarvis et al. [24] for higher taxa. Note that Pelecaniformes includes the
traditionally recognized “Ciconiiformes” [96]. Our use of Aequornithia does not include tropicbirds
and Sunbittern, whereas “waterbirds” does. See Table S3 for a full account of species representing
higher taxa in this study.
3. Results
The normalized Quartet Score (QS) reported by ASTRAL [84] indicates the proportion of indels
or gene trees that are congruent with a reference species tree in quartet analysis; thus, QS provides a
criterion that can be used to evaluate both data and tree topologies. QS was consistently higher (albeit
to a modest degree) for the MP-EST* tree than for the TENT (Table 1). Arguably, this is not surprising
for the analyses of gene trees. After all, the MP-EST* tree was generated using a multispecies coalescent
method with some conceptual similarities to ASTRAL. In contrast, the TENT was generated by an
analysis of concatenated data. However, conducting direct analyses of indels provides a different
way of examining phylogeny, and these results indicate that the distribution of indels, including large
(and possibly homoplasy-free) indels, provides support for the MP-EST* tree when it is interpreted in
the framework of the multispecies coalescent. These results suggest that the MP-EST* tree may be
closer to the true avian species tree, so we report results based on the MP-EST* tree henceforth (see
Supplementary Materials for all results of analyses using the TENT).
Table 1. Normalized quartet scores.
Data Type 1

MP-EST*

TENT

0.8326
0.807
0.6703
0.6129
0.617

0.8323
0.8061
0.6685
0.6111
0.6152

nucleotides
unweighted indels
weighted indels
nucleotides + unweighted indels
nucleotides + weighted indels
2515 loci

0.6300
0.5613
0.5550
0.6274
0.6248

0.6286
0.5592
0.5528
0.6253
0.6230

nucleotides
unweighted indels
nucleotides + unweighted indels

0.6109
0.5476
0.6090

0.6091
0.5453
0.6063

Indels
>100 bp indels
>50 bp indels
>10 bp indels
>2 bp indels
all indels
Gene trees
1938 loci

1

‘Indels’ indicates direct analysis of indels using binary Accurate Species TRee Algorithm (ASTRAL); ‘gene trees’
indicates the use of gene trees estimated from nucleotides, indels, or combined nucleotides and indels using
standard ASTRAL.

The QS of long indels was considerably higher than those of indel partitions that included short
indels (Table 1). The QS of gene trees, which are the source of information in used in the majority
of multispecies coalescent analyses, was quite similar to the QS for short indels. In quartet analysis
of gene trees, 25x weighting of long indels yielded lower QS than unweighted indels. In addition,
within the gene tree analyses, QS was higher using nucleotides, whether alone or in combination with
indels. Perhaps surprisingly, the QS for gene trees was always much lower than the QS for long indels;
this was even the case with wt25 combined evidence trees that should be highly consistent with the
long indel data. This probably reflects the fact that there are very few long indels per locus, so most
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branches in those gene trees are based on the nucleotide and short indel data. These results emphasize
the potential value of long indels (and possibly other types of rare genomic changes) for phylogenetics
(see Braun et al. [49] for additional discussion). Based on these results, we emphasize analyses of long
indels in this study. We represent ≥50 bp indels as the best compromise between sample size and QS
(see Supplementary Materials for analyses using all indel size classes and gene trees).
The highest estimated Ne values ranged from 7,577,755 to 44,060,394 across indel size partitions,
with higher estimates in more size inclusive partitions (Figure 2 and Table 2). The lowest estimated
Ne values ranged from 118,644 to 321,754 across indel size classes, with higher estimates in more size
inclusive partitions. The highest Ne estimates common to both trees and across all indel size partitions
was the Columbimorphae branch.
Bee-eater + woodpecker and Passerimorphae fall within the upper quartile of Ne estimates more
recently than 55 MYBP. Egret + pelican fall within the upper quartile of Ne estimates more recently
than 55 MYBP where Ne could be calculated. Preceding 66 MYBP on the MP-EST* timetree, Passerea,
upper quartile Columbea, Otidimorphae, and Passerea minus Otidimorphae are within the upper
quartile in two to four of the indel size partitions.
All indel size partitions revealed a distinct spike in Ne estimates near the K-Pg boundary (Figures 3
and 4, Figures S1 and S2). All gene tree analyses showed a similar distinct spike in estimated Ne near
the K-Pg boundary (see Supplementary Materials; Figures S3–S8; Tables S4, S10 and S11). Based on
the median and upper quartile for the Ne estimates, nucleotide gene trees produced much lower Ne
estimates than indel gene trees but similar values to those based on combined nucleotide + indel gene
trees (Table 2). Only ≥ 100 bp ≥ 50 bp indels produced values comparable to those of nucleotide
gene trees.
Table 2. Estimated Ne median and upper quartiles for the MP-EST* tree.
Indels

Median
Upper Quartile

≥100 bp

≥50 bp

≥10 bp

≥2 bp

all

646,358
1,203,937

613,876
1,354,148

1,397,245
3,205,650

1,703,268
4,135,471

1,763,134
3,547,585

Gene Trees
1938 loci

Median
Upper Quartile

nts

unwt indels

wt25
indels

nts + unwt
indels

nts + wt25
indels

421,623
1,262,357

992,529
2,293,435

1,034,323
2,480,454

406,267
1,107,612

447,136
1,139,726

499,080
1,244,437

—1
—1

2515 loci
Median
Upper Quartile
1

493,796
1,431,494

1,125,470
2,631,364

—1
—1

The 2515 locus dataset includes loci without long (≥100 bp) indels, so we did not conduct weighted analyses.

We calculated the ancestral generation length that would be required to reduce our Ne estimates
for each branch into the median and upper quartile of each size partition (Table S21). Longer generation
lengths were typically implied using short indels, which are characterized by shorter CBL. Of course,
the recalculated ancestral generation lengths were negligible for clades whose Ne estimates were
originally below the median and upper quartile. Among the clades with the highest estimated Ne,
Columbimorphae required a generation length of 22.1–60.1 years (yrs) for the upper quartile and
41.2–167.5 yrs for the median. Values for hoatzin + Cursorimorphae + waterbirds + Telluraves ranged
from 31.5 to 118.9 yrs for the upper quartile and 76.5–272.8 yrs for the median. Waterbirds also had
a particularly higher implied generation lengths of 4.0–59.5 for the upper quartile and 9.1–110.9 for
the median. Although turaco + bustard had among the highest estimated Ne in many size partitions,
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its implied generation lengths were lower: 16.6–24.7 yrs for the upper quartile and 40.3–50.2 yrs for
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All indel size partitions revealed a distinct spike in Ne estimates near the K-Pg boundary
(Figures 3, 4, S1 and S2). All gene tree analyses showed a similar distinct spike in estimated Ne near
the K-Pg boundary (see Supplementary Materials; Figures S3–S8; Tables S4, S10 and S11). Based on
the median and upper quartile for the Ne estimates, nucleotide gene trees produced much lower Ne
estimates than indel gene trees but similar values to those based on combined nucleotide + indel
gene trees (Table 2). Only ≥ 100 bp ≥ 50 bp indels produced values comparable to those of
nucleotide gene trees.
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>50 bp Indels MP-EST* Tree
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Figure 3. Estimated Ne of ≥ 50 bp indels size partition plotted on MP-EST* timetree time scale. There
is a spike in some Ne estimates near the Cretaceous–Paleogene (K-Pg) boundary. Ne could not be
estimated for the hoatzin + Cursorimorphae + waterbirds + Telluraves branch and the turaco + bustard
branch because coalescent branch length (CBL) was equal to zero. MYBP = million years before present.
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Figure 4. Estimated Ne of “all indels” size partition plotted on MP-EST* timetree time scale. There is a
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estimates
for of
each
Longer generation lengths were typically implied using short indels, which are characterized by
The availability of large genomic datasets has for the first time opened the possibility for estimating
shorter
Of course,
thecommon
recalculated
ancestral
generation
lengths
were
negligible coalescent
for clades
effectiveCBL.
population
size of
ancestral
lineages
in deep time
using
a multispecies
whose Ne estimates were originally below the median and upper quartile. Among the clades with
approach. Hemiplasy, i.e., the conflict in allelic versus population phylogeny specifically due to
the highest estimated Ne, Columbimorphae required a generation length of 22.1–60.1 years (yrs) for
ILS [94], was modeled to be a function of the time between successive divergence events as measured
the upper quartile and 41.2–167.5 yrs for the median. Values for hoatzin + Cursorimorphae +
in coalescent units, measured in generations and influenced by Ne [50]. We postulate that estimates of
waterbirds + Telluraves ranged from 31.5 to 118.9 yrs for the upper quartile and 76.5–272.8 yrs for
hemiplasy and time measured in coalescent units might be used to solve for Ne in the basal lineages
the median. Waterbirds also had a particularly higher implied generation lengths of 4.0–59.5 for the
of Neoaves.
upper quartile and 9.1–110.9 for the median. Although turaco + bustard had among the highest
In order to accomplish this, it is foremost necessary to have accurate measurements of hemiplasy
estimated Ne in many size partitions, its implied generation lengths were lower: 16.6–24.7 yrs for
that are not inflated either by allelic homoplasy or by apparent gene tree conflict that is not adequately
the upper quartile and 40.3–50.2 yrs for the median.
supported by the data. To this end, we employ insertion/deletion (indel) data in comparison and in
combination with nucleotide data. Indels have been shown to be less homoplasious than nucleotides
4. Discussion
as measured character-by-character by parsimony [24,89]. Jarvis et al. [24] found that internal branch
length was found to explain 87% of the variation in measured “apparent” indel homoplasy and by
4.1. Estimates of Ne
extension inferred to closely estimate hemiplasy, since this is the only source of homoplasy expected
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the indels that were either consistent or inconsistent with each branch. Nevertheless, in addition to
basal lineages of Neoaves.
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their relatively low homoplasy, indel data are appealing in that they represent pangenomic binary
alleles that may be particularly amenable to estimating CBL. The addition of indels to nucleotide data
improved the ability to reject some hard polytomies among basal lineages of Neoaves in coalescent
analysis [89].
4.2. Caveats in the Estimation of Ne
4.2.1. Accuracy of Ne Estimates
There are several potential sources of error in our Ne estimation, including incorrect tree topology
and concomitant errors in branch length estimation, incorrectly estimated gene trees in the coalescent
analysis (because our dataset consisted primarily of a single representative species for each order of
extant birds, some of the quartets in our analyses may fall into the “Felsenstein zone” of short internal
and two long terminal branches [97]), incorrectly estimated coalescence (i.e., misassigned to branch),
incorrectly estimated generation lengths, homoplasy in the data and/or poorly supported gene trees
that can lead to artificially high estimates of gene tree discordance, insufficient sampling of indels
and/or gene trees, and insufficient sampling of lineages. Evidence that sample size or homoplasy may
confound these estimates comes from the observation that more size-inclusive indel partitions (i.e.,
those that include short indels) produced consistently larger Ne estimates as well as some differences in
rank-order (Tables S5–S9); still, a comparable spike in Ne was observed at the K-Pg boundary in much
the same lineages). On the one hand, we examined datasets of long indels because they exhibit the
lowest measured levels of homoplasy. On the other hand, we examined more size-inclusive partitions
including short indels as well, because they comprise orders of magnitude more indels, which are still
more parsimony consistent than nucleotides [89].
Most Ne estimates based on the MP-EST* tree and on the TENT are in generally good agreement
with one another (Tables S5–S9). This suggests that differences in tree topology do not have a large
effect on our estimates. Of course, differences in tree topology necessarily preclude comparison of
those specific branches that are not recovered in both trees, and some of the highest estimated Ne were
among branches not shared by the two trees. That differences in tree topology seems to otherwise have
had little effect on Ne estimation in this case is fortuitous, because no large phylogeny is likely to be
historically accurate in its entirety. Moreover, the early divergences among Neoaves are particularly
uncertain, and some may even represent a hard polytomy [44,46,86]. Incorrect tree topology necessarily
results in zero or negative CBL (“undef” in Tables S4–S11, S13–S22), and it is a likely reason for why we
were unable to calculate Ne for as many as two branches on the MP-EST* tree and as many as 6 on the
TENT, or perhaps why we may have obtained anomalously high Ne estimates for others. However, we
note that differences in tree topology between the MP-EST* tree and TENT as well as the trees of other
authors (e.g., [25]) mostly involve the rearrangement of only very short branches. Since very short
branches cannot vary much in length, these differences are unlikely to have introduced much error in
our estimates of Ne. Moreover, branch length was not correlated with CBL or Ne (see Section 4.2.6).
However, similarity of Ne estimates on the MP-EST* tree and TENT may not in fact reflect accuracy.
It also could be interpreted that the data behave similarly in response to biases shared by both trees, or
that the faults of the trees pale in comparison to other biases that make the datasets behave similarly.
4.2.2. Homoplasy and Sequence Alignment
Pamilo and Nei [50] introduced a model by which the probability of concordant versus discordant
gene trees is related to the process of lineage sorting of neutral ancestral polymorphisms due to
genetic drift. This process is quantifiably related to elapsed time as measured in coalescent units, i.e.,
generations and effective population size (Ne). The extent to which any data can be used to evaluate
hemiplasy or gene tree-species tree discordance depends on how much homoplasy is in the data, in as
much as it is difficult if not impossible to distinguish homoplasy from hemiplasy. Indels might seem
particularly well suited to estimate levels of hemiplasy for the purpose of estimating Ne because they
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are measurably more homoplasy-free than nucleotides [24,89], are independent of the nucleotide-based
phylogenies to which they may be compared, and as binary characters, they produce simple bipartitions
in quartet analysis. Indeed, the strong correlation of internode length (i.e., time elapsed between lineage
divergences) and the percent of parsimony-consistent (%Retention Index = 1.0) indels was interpreted
as evidence of ILS [24]. However, the reliability of indels in phylogenetic analysis has been questioned
at times due to their dependence on sequence alignment [98,99], and this is certainly one of the major
sources of homoplasy, especially in regions of low sequence complexity and repeats. This may be
of particular concern in genomic datasets that rely heavily on high-throughput genome sequencing
technologies that may systematically introduce alignment errors. Tandem repeats and mononucleotide
repeats may also introduce significant error during genome assembly and multispecies alignment.
There are even some known genome assembly errors with the potential to create artifactual long indels;
specifically, some allelic differences can be assembled incorrectly as tandem repeats [100]. We expect
improved genome assembly methods to resolve many of those issues. Perhaps as importantly as
questions of alignment and genome assembly, indels lag far behind nucleotides in terms of ‘substitution’
models that faithfully describe differences in rates of insertion versus deletion, as well as differences in
rate, frequency, and homoplasy associated with differences in indel length and mechanism of gain or
loss. We are only beginning to learn their behavior in multispecies coalescent analysis [82,89].
We compared the performance of nucleotide and indel data, separately and combined, in quartet
analysis of gene trees. Gene tree concordance generated from nucleotides are the standard form of
data used to relate Ne to time in coalescent units [50]. Indeed, QS were higher using nucleotide data
than indel data (Table 1), suggesting that nucleotide data perform better than indels at recovering gene
trees despite the lesser homoplasy of indels. This paradox might accrue from reduced variance in the
vastly larger number of nucleotide characters in any given locus. In addition, counter-intuitively, while
estimated Ne quartiles of nucleotide gene trees were lower than those based on indels (Table 2 and
Table S12), the very highest Ne estimates that included nucleotide data were generally higher, in some
cases seemingly unrealistically higher (e.g., turaco + bustard), than those using indels alone in the
gene tree analysis (Tables S10 and S11). It is all the more curious that Columbimorphae wasn’t among
the very highest, since it was recovered as such in the size partitioned indel analyses.
We also compared the nucleotide and indel gene tree results to those of indels treated as individual
characters. QS of indel ≥2 bp, and “all” the size partitions were somewhat lower but similar to those of
gene trees that included nucleotide data (Table 1). However, the QS of size partitions of longer indels
were much higher than those of all the gene tree QS. That longer indels yield higher QS is intuitive,
since they exhibit lower homoplasy; yet paradoxically, gene trees using weighted indels (nt + wt25,
wt25) yielded lower QS than those with unweighted indels, whether or not combined with nucleotides
(nt + unwt, unwt).
Springer et al. [81,82] chose to utilize TE insertions because of their alleged negligible homoplasy,
neutrality, linkage disequilibrium, and lack of intralocus recombination. Treated as separate loci, TEs
could be used to define simple bipartitions using parsimony. However, we note that any individual
indel, including TEs, may be reconstructed as coalescing above or below a given node depending either
on whether character state transformations are treated as accelerated or decelerated in parsimony
analysis (i.e., ACCTRAN versus DELTRAN in PAUP [101]) or depending on the particular taxa sampled
in quartet analysis. We, too, are confident that the 2515 loci we studied are physically unlinked, define
bipartitions in gene trees, and that the history of recombination events has little or no effect on their
evolution. Deletions are sequences that do not exist and are therefore immune to recombination.
Insertions are sequences that do exist that hypothetically can be cleaved by recombination when in a
heterozygous state. However, the method of simple indel coding scores indels as homologous only if
they have identical 5’ and 3’ beginnings and endings. Thus, a recombinant indel could be lost and
appear homoplastic indel at worst. While introns are undoubtedly not entirely neutral, the degree to
which TEs are neutral remains an open question. A significant advantage to not restrict our analyses to
TEs is that there are many more length-inclusive indels, of which TEs are of course a type. With larger
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datasets, there is less variance. There are very few of the largest indels that coalesce on the shortest
branches of the neoavian tree (data not shown), which could lead to sampling artifacts and spurious
results. This is the most likely explanation for a few discrepancies between estimates of CBL and Ne
based on long indels and those of larger datasets of more size-inclusive indels (outlined values in
Figure 2 and Table S4) because timetree branch lengths and generation lengths are invariant across the
size class comparisons on the reference tree. It is more difficult to rationalize deviation in intermediate
size partitions from the expected uniform trend of increased estimated Ne from least inclusive to most
inclusive across all size partitions.
We selected the inclusiveness of indel size partitions on the basis of observed incremental levels
of parsimony informativeness that we surmise correspond roughly to different forms of indels (e.g.,
replication slippage, unequal crossing over, TEs; see Table 2, Figure 3 in [86]). On average, longer
indels are generally more parsimony consistent than shorter ones; however, single bp indels are more
parsimony consistent than 2–6 bp indels.
We focus on the results produced by estimating CBL and Ne on the MP-EST* tree because
normalized quartet scores (Table 1) on it are marginally yet without exception higher than those for the
TENT (Table 1). In other words, the indel data are more consistent with the MP-EST* tree than with the
TENT. This provides some support for the hypothesis that the MP-EST* tree is a better estimate of deep
avian phylogeny than the TENT, albeit within the limits of our taxon sample and indel dataset (i.e.,
introns of Jarvis et al. [24,86] represent only approximately 2% of the orthologous single-copy portion
of the avian genome).
4.2.3. Biases Associated with Relaxed Clock Analyses
We used the published MP-EST* and TENT timetrees of Jarvis et al. [24] for the divergence
times in our analyses. Thus, the sequence data we used to score indels were extracted from the same
genome assemblies as those used to produce the timetrees, and they consist of the exact same broad
sampling of taxa. The timetree analysis of Jarvis et al. was particularly well justified and carefully
executed in its choice of fossil calibrations, clocklike loci, and relaxed clock methods used [24,26].
Credence to these divergence dates is afforded to the extent that they have been corroborated by other
studies [25,27]. Some analyses that argued for earlier divergences among Neoaves found evidence
that branches near the base of Neoaves are quite short. These could be readily reconciled with the
K-Pg explosion simply on issues of timetree calibration. For example, some ancient estimates of
divergence times for basal Neoaves resulted only from the difference in choice of prior maximum
age constraint [23,26]. Others [18,41] depended on calibrations derived from calculated averages that
included obsolete literature. We are ultimately interpreting any branch in the species tree for which
the CBL is especially short relative to the timetree branch length as evidence for increased Ne. The
observation that there are branches near the base of Neoaves where Ne appears elevated (given the
criterion we used) indicates that there was a transient spike in Ne as the base of Neoaves, regardless of
when the radiation actually occurred. If we assume this transient spike in Ne is evidence of ecological
release (see below, Section 4.3) but choose to believe a much earlier origin of Neoaves, it would simply
mean that the inferred ecological release occurred during the Cretaceous. Of course, the basis for
that ecological release is unclear for those timetrees that place the deepest divergences for Neoaves
substantially earlier than the K-Pg boundary; in principle, it could reflect the impact of the “Cretaceous
Terrestrial Revolution” [102,103], but that event corresponds to a relatively long period of time and is
therefore unlikely to drive an explosive radiation. The simplest hypothesis that explains the Ne spike
we observe, if it is evidence of ecological release, is that the K-Pg boundary represents an event that
somehow created ecological opportunity and that those timetrees suggesting more recent divergences
are in fact accurate.
Much has been written about the sources of error in timetree estimation using relaxed molecular
clocks. For example, it has long been appreciated that divergence times themselves are not identifiable;
only the product of rate and time is identifiable [104]. In the absence of a perfect fossil record where all
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extinct taxa are identified correctly and stratigraphic ages have been established with a high degree of
precision, it is simply impossible to elicit dates with absolute precision [105]. However, identifiability
is not necessary to obtain useful parameter estimates and the situation for standard Bayesian relaxed
clock analyses is far from hopeless; the combination genome-scale datasets and improved analytical
methods are clearly improving estimates of divergence times (reviewed by Ho [106]). Moreover, newer
models that use a total evidence approach (i.e., combined molecular and morphological datasets) to
accomplish divergence time estimation have the potential to offer a fundamentally different way to
approach relaxed clock analyses [107,108]. An early attempt to use morphological clocks [109] to
examine deep divergences within Neornithes produced somewhat older divergence times that more
recent molecular studies [24–28] (with the exception of Mitchell et al. [23]). It seems reasonable to expect
these more sophisticated relaxed clock analyses to yield more accurate avian timetrees. However, even
if the improvements to methods for timetree estimation are relatively modest, it would have a limited
impact on the approach, since the relative internal branch lengths are the most important values for
our approach
The multispecies coalescent can lead to a problem with the potential to be more pernicious than
the standard problems that apply to all relaxed clock analyses (Figure 5); this issue could have an
impact on the analyses we have undertaken in this study. Specifically, we would like to assess the
lengths of internal branches that reflect the times between speciation events (labeled τ1 and τ2 in the left
part of Figure 5), but molecular divergence times actually predate the species divergence times [18,110].
When nuclear loci are used for dating, it reflects a mixture of trees with different divergence times that
predate the actual speciation time [111]; herein, we use T1 and T2 to indicate the mean coalescent times
for gene trees that are concordant with the species tree (exemplified by the red gene tree in the left
part of Figure 5). This issue may not be that problematic when Ne is constant and internal branches
are relatively long because differences between the means of the molecular divergence times (T2 –T1 )
should be relatively close to the desired parameter (i.e., the difference between speciation times; τ2 –τ1 ).
However, this illustration should also make it clear that changes in Ne can alter estimates of T2 –T1 )
precisely because those changes will have an impact on the average coalescent time. For example, t2
(T2 –τ2 ) would be larger than t1 (T1 –τ1 ) if Ne for the common ancestor of all three hypothetical taxa was
larger than Ne for the common ancestor of taxa A and B (and vice versa). Thus, variation in Ne has the
potential to distort branch lengths. In general, increased Ne on the internal branch (i.e., the branch
uniting species A and B in the tree to the left of Figure 5) will reduce the estimated branch length,
whereas reduced Ne will increase the estimated branch length.
The fact that analyses of data from multiple nuclear genes actually reflects a mixture of trees,
some of which are concordant with the species tree but differing in branch lengths and others of which
are topologically discordant, makes the estimation of branch lengths even more difficult. As the time
between speciation events decreases, the number of trees with a topology identical to the species
tree (i.e., the red gene tree in the left of Figure 5) will decrease, whereas the number of discordant
trees will increase (e.g., the dashed blue gene tree in the left of Figure 5). Most relaxed molecular
clock analyses are actually concatenated analyses, so they should inherit a disturbing behavior of
concatenated maximum likelihood phylogenetic analyses [112]. Specifically, the fact that concatenated
analyses assume a single underlying tree can cause hemiplastic site patterns to be misinterpreted as
multiple substitutions and, in doing so, inflate internal branch lengths. Mendes and Hahn [112] named
the phenomenon “SPILS” (substitutions produced by ILS). We expect the SPILS phenomenon to have
the potential to distort the estimates of branch lengths in relaxed clock analyses based data from many
loci (as in Jarvis et al. [24]).
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The multispecies coalescent may distort estimates of internal branch lengths obtained using
The fact that analyses of data from multiple nuclear genes actually reflects a mixture of trees,
relaxed clock analyses that rely on concatenated data, but we do not believe that they represent
some of which are concordant with the species tree but differing in branch lengths and others of
fundamental problems for the approach we used. We say this because a naïve expectation regarding
which are topologically discordant, makes the estimation of branch lengths even more difficult. As
branches associated with elevated Ne is that SPILS would create a bias that yields longer branches
the time between speciation events decreases, the number of trees with a topology identical to the
in the timetree. However, almost all phylogenetic analyses of Neoaves [24,25,39,40] have very short
species tree (i.e., the red gene tree in the left of Figure 5) will decrease, whereas the number of
branches at the base of Neoaves. Thus, any overestimation of branch lengths must be relatively modest.
discordant trees will increase (e.g., the dashed blue gene tree in the left of Figure 5). Most relaxed
Nevertheless, we believe that this is a potential source of bias that could have an impact on the precise
molecular clock analyses are actually concatenated analyses, so they should inherit a disturbing
values of Ne. After all, any overestimation of internal branch lengths for the timetree is expected to
behavior of concatenated maximum likelihood phylogenetic analyses [112]. Specifically, the fact
lead to higher estimates of Ne in absolute terms for a given estimate of the CBL.
that concatenated analyses assume a single underlying tree can cause hemiplastic site patterns to be
Ultimately, our analyses will highlight branches as being associated with an elevated Ne whenever
misinterpreted as multiple substitutions and, in doing so, inflate internal branch lengths. Mendes
the CBL is especially short relative to the timetree branch lengths. Although there could be some
and Hahn [112] named the phenomenon “SPILS” (substitutions produced by ILS). We expect the
non-linear biases in the precise values of Ne, it should not change the large-scales patterns we infer. We
SPILS phenomenon to have the potential to distort the estimates of branch lengths in relaxed clock
would still highlight cases where Ne underwent an increase. Nevertheless, it would be desirable to
analyses based data from many loci (as in Jarvis et al. [24]).
find ways to improve our basic approach. An obvious improvement would be the use of a relaxed
The multispecies coalescent may distort estimates of internal branch lengths obtained using
clock method that directly incorporates the multispecies coalescent; such methods do exist (e.g.,
relaxed clock analyses that rely on concatenated data, but we do not believe that they represent
StarBEAST [113]), but they are unlikely to be practical for phylogenomic-scale data. However, it
fundamental problems for the approach we used. We say this because a naïve expectation
might be reasonable to reduce the dataset size for the timetree estimation and fix the topology based
regarding branches associated with elevated Ne is that SPILS would create a bias that yields longer
on the results of phylogenomic analyses. Alternatively, one might estimate the timetree using loci
branches in the timetree. However, almost all phylogenetic analyses of Neoaves [24,25,39,40] have
selected from parts of the genome where Ne is reduced locally. Tiley et al. [83] reported that conserved
very short branches at the base of Neoaves. Thus, any overestimation of branch lengths must be
non-exonic elements (from Edwards et al. [114]) had shorter internal branch lengths than any other
relatively modest. Nevertheless, we believe that this is a potential source of bias that could have an
data type they examined. They proposed that this reflects a reduction in SPILS due to local reductions
impact on the precise values of Ne. After all, any overestimation of internal branch lengths for the
in Ne driven by Hill–Robertson interference [115]. If true, standard relaxed molecular clock methods
timetree is expected to lead to higher estimates of Ne in absolute terms for a given estimate of the
might produce nearly unbiased timetrees if conserved non-exonic element data are used. We believe
CBL.
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that exploring these approaches and combining their results with CBL estimates obtained using indels
will be interesting.
4.2.4. Generation Length
The ability to accurately estimate coalescent units may be limited by the impossibility of knowing
generation lengths of long-extinct ancestral lineages and the uncertainty of timetree dating. Inaccurately
estimated generation lengths are a potential source of error in Ne estimation, but they are unlikely to
have major effects. With a few notable exceptions such as Procellariiformes, generation length does not
vary a great deal among living birds. Reported generation lengths for the extant species used in our
study range from 2.7 (Speckled mousebird) to 30.7 years (Northern fulmar) (Table S2), with a mean of
8.6 years and a median of 6.7 years. Despite these shortcomings, reasonable constraints on generation
lengths can be inferred by ancestral state analysis (see, e.g., [116]) to estimate relative differences in Ne
among lineages and through time.
We used a maximum likelihood model of ancestral state reconstruction of generation length in our
analyses (Table S1; [95]). To assess the plausibility that inaccuracies could have resulted in spuriously
high estimated Ne, we calculated the generation lengths that would be required to reduce our highest
Ne estimates to the levels of the first quartile and median on our timetree (Tables S21 and S22). The
resulting generation lengths of up to 119 years to achieve the upper quartile and 273 years for the
median are patently untenable. Thus, it does not appear that inaccurately reconstructed generation
lengths could solely account for what might be inflated Ne estimates.
4.2.5. Taxon Sampling Bias
Several uncertainties and questions remain even if our Ne estimates are robust. Our observation
of elevated Ne near the K-Pg boundary might result from taxon sampling bias. With few exceptions,
we studied only singular representatives of extant orders. The divergences among most extant avian
orders and supraordinal lineages are estimated to have occurred “within 10–15 million years . . . during
the K-Pg transition, with many interordinal divergences within the 1- to 3-million-year range” [24].
Since the species we studied were mostly single representatives of each order, our sampling was
densest and therefore more likely to have been able to detect outliers in that time interval (Figure 2).
Our study included a similar number of data the Paleocene (56–66 MY interval) and the collective time
before and after that epoch, but the number of data per equivalent 3 MY intervals was higher in the
Paleocene (n = 3–11) than before and afterwards (n = 1–6). The percentages of Ne estimates greater or
equal to the upper quartile and median within each indel size class did not differ substantially between
the Paleocene and the collective time before and after that epoch. Even so, the extent to which some
Ne estimates within the Paleocene exceed those before and afterwards is remarkable. Ultimately, the
role of sample size and sampling bias will only become clearer from denser and more uniform taxon
sampling through time.
It is possible that our Ne estimates are within the range of estimated Ne for current or recent
populations, but that our sample of branches later than 56 MY is insufficient to detect a representative
range of Ne. Nadachowska-Brzyska et al. [52] reported Pairwise Sequentially Markovian Coalescent
(PSMC)-estimated Ne of current populations with a median of 112,451 and upper quartile of 305,674,
but with much higher estimates for Pleistocene than current populations for most species and up >4
million for some. Foremost, we note that both of our studies examined relatively few species (the
same 48), which themselves may not fully represent the variation of Ne in either extant or extinct birds.
We recovered Ne estimates an order of magnitude higher on four branches (i.e., Columbimorphae,
Cursorimorphae, Cursorimorphae + waterbirds + Telluraves, and hoatzin + Cursorimorphae +
waterbirds + Telluraves on the MP-EST* tree). The extent to which a transient spike in Ne is compelling
evidence of density compensation in response to ecological release is if it is observed in lineages that
experienced radiation. This is not to say that ecological release necessarily results in radiation or
that a given radiation was necessarily adaptive. Ornithologists have identified the neoavian clade
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as a radiation so explosive that some divergences may represent hard polytomies [44,46]. Thus, it is
notable that the Neoaves branch did not yield unusually high Ne estimates, although all six of the
first divergences within Neoaves were within the upper quartile based on one or more indel size class
datasets (Figure 2, Table 2, Tables S4 and S12). Since the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of
Neoaves somewhat predates the K-Pg [24,25,27], it therefore may not be expected to bear the signature
of ecological release due to that event. Ecological opportunity would appear to have presented itself to
descendent lineages instead.
Estimates of Ne were >1 million in four of the “magnificent seven” lineages (i.e., Telluraves,
Aequornithia, Phaethontimorphae, Otidimorphae, Caprimulgimorphae, Columbimorphae, and
Phoenicopterimorphae [40]). The magnificent seven correspond to the major lineages implicated in a
potential hard neoavian polytomy near the K-Pg boundary (see below, Section 4.3). Columbimorphae
was most consistently the highest in indel analyses. Dismissing the ≥100 bp indels Ne estimate
as an outlier, the highest Ne estimates in the MP-EST* tree included Columbimorphae, hoatzin +
Cursorimorphae + waterbirds + Telluraves, turaco-bustard, and Cursorimorphae (Figure 2, Tables
S5–S9). Cursorimorphae + waterbirds was undefinable. Thus, it is perhaps not coincidental that select
waterbirds (i.e., Sphenisciformes [22] and Phaethontiformes [31,32]), presumed cursorimorphs (e.g.,
“Graculavidae” [117]), owls (Strigiformes [34,35]), mousebirds (Coliiformes sensu lato [14,33]), and
caprimulgimorphs [118] have among the richest and oldest fossil records among Neoaves [36,119]. In
contrast and notably, Columbimorphae was among our highest Ne estimates (Figure 2, Tables S5–S9),
but it has no early Cenozoic fossil record whatsoever.
The long terminal branches of our taxon sample are in many cases an artifact of taxon sampling
that betray an untold number of potentially rapid divergences along a lineage. Just as the ancestral
character state reconstruction of internal branches on a full reference tree improves with increased taxon
sampling and the dissection of long branches, greater taxon sampling should improve the accuracy of
CBL inference. We expect that increased lower-taxon sampling will not only better reflect the range of
variation in Ne estimates, but it also may improve the accuracy of the estimates themselves.
4.2.6. Other Potential Biases
We regressed both CBL and Ne as a function of timetree internal branch length to test whether our
Ne estimates could represent an artifact related to internal branch length. CBL is highly correlated with
branch length (R2 >0.85 for all size partitions on MP-EST* tree). This is expected because, by definition,
long branches provide more time for new alleles to arise. In contrast, Ne is not at all correlated with
internal branch length (R2 < 0.08 for all size partitions on MP-EST* tree, although long indel size
partitions had the lowest). Thus, high Ne estimates do not necessarily result from correlation with the
very short intervals divergences of the explosive neoavian radiation. That being said, unexpectedly
higher Ne estimates due to lower or even zero CBL in longer indel size partitions than in more inclusive
indel partitions may be attributable to the paucity of long indels that coalesce on short branches,
i.e., a high variance in small samples. This is most likely the case for the ≥100 bp indel partition for
waterbirds, which are unquestionably monophyletic.
It may legitimately be asked whether ancient signatures of Ne can persist in the face of successive
bouts of ILS along a phylogeny. There is no theoretical reason that Ne should not be temporally
stable in neutrally evolving populations that exceed the “50/500” criterion [120] (our estimates do
vastly). The popular expectation that Ne is not stable may be rooted in the fact that most studies
of Ne in natural populations are biased in focus toward species of conservation concern that have
experienced population bottlenecks. Signatures of ILS in recently diverged species are well documented
(e.g., [83,121]) and are calculated to persist as long as 10 million years [122]. One important consideration
for indels as a marker of ILS is that they are not subject to recombination. If we focus on gene trees,
the length of segments with a very ancient coalescent time will be limited by recombination. Overall,
recombination is expected to make it nearly impossible to find long regions that have persisted in
polymorphic state over long periods of time [123]. In contrast, a reasonably large number of indels
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might persist as segregating polymorphisms for a large period of time precisely because recombination
within an indel is not possible. It is important to recognize the long tail of the distribution of coalescent
times (see Figure 1); the probability that any individual indel will fall on the far end of that distribution
may be low, but we still expect a large number of indels to fall in that part of the distribution when
they are surveyed at the whole-genome level.
Despite the many caveats described above, we believe that we have demonstrated proof in
principle of a method to estimate relative differences in effective population size among lineages of
common ancestors in deep time, using genomic data taken from single individuals of multiple species.
Many questions remain concerning the accuracy of the absolute values of our estimates, the potential
causes of estimation error, whether the relatively high Ne estimates near the K-Pg we observe simply
reflect sampling bias of ordinal representatives that mostly diverged at that time, and even if the K-Pg
Ne spike is real, whether it is evidence of ecological release that can be specifically linked with adaptive
radiation in neoavian birds. We expect that the ongoing family-level taxon sampling of birds more
uniformly through time (B10K Phase 2 [124]) will do much to resolve these questions.
4.3. Ecological Theory of Adaptive Radiation
Of adaptive radiation, Schluter wrote, “It is regarded as the hallmark of adaptive evolution and
may well be the most common syndrome in the origin and proliferation of taxa” [54] (p. 1). Although
as stated in the introduction, there remains some disagreement about what exactly constitutes adaptive
radiation and its pervasiveness [11]. As noted, any distinction between explosive and adaptive
radiations is couched in the primacy of divergent natural selection in accelerating speciation. For
instance, an increase in phyletic diversity could result from reduced rates of extinction or from habitat
fragmentation and reproductive isolation or from drift along ridges of the adaptive landscape [54].
However, the mere act of inferring rates of diversification in deep time is problematic [125]. Regardless,
the prevailing paradigm is that adaptive radiation may follow and result from the exploitation of
ecological opportunity, whether by the evolution of a novel adaptation, the availability of unexploited
resources, release from heterospecific antagonists—be they competitors or predators, climatic change,
etc., that opens an adaptive landscape [53–58].
It has long been argued based on the fossil record that neoavian birds experienced an explosive, if
not adaptive, radiation following the K-Pg mass extinction (e.g., [12–15]). The appeal of the hypothesis
that K-Pg caused the adaptive radiation of neoavian birds was propelled by widespread acceptance
of the global effects of the Chicxulub meteor impact [126,127] (but see [27]) coupled with the known
fossil record and recent timetree analyses [36,128].
Ecological theory of adaptive radiation holds that ecological opportunity in the form of increased
habitat or resources, the absence of heterospecific competitors or predators [129,130], and/or relaxation
of directional or stabilizing selection or other factors [54,56]) may lead to ecological release. Ecological
release describes any of a variety of ways in which a species may respond to opportunity. Hypothesized
signatures of ecological release include reduced extinction, increased intraspecific competition, a
flattening of the fitness landscape, increased phenotypic variance, and, most importantly for our
purposes, a transient increase in population size due to density compensation [79,80]. Ecological
release, it is theorized, may or may not then result in adaptive radiation (reviewed by Yoder et al. [56]).
Empirical studies of the relationships between ecological opportunity and release and adaptive
radiation have thus far been limited to relatively recent small radiations in which information on
population demographics is readily available. Most methods for estimating past Ne (e.g., [131–136])
cannot be used to address population size in the basal lineages of Neoaves, because it is not possible to
sample multiple individuals of hypothetical ancestral lineages. PSMC [116] is exceptional, because it
can trace ancient Ne from a single genome based on the coalescence of linked units of heterozygosity.
Unfortunately, PSMC loses resolution beyond 3 MY [115], so it is insufficient to evaluate divergences
as old as the hypothesized neoavian radiation.
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If it were possible to assess ancient population size in the basal lineages of Neoaves, then it might
be possible to find evidence of density compensation associated with the ecological release and adaptive
radiation. When plotted on a time scale, our Ne estimates reveal a pronounced spike near the K-Pg
boundary. On first appearances, these results are consistent with density compensation in response to
ecological release at the K-Pg boundary. Many potential heterospecific antagonists of modern birds,
be they competitors and/or predators, became extinct by the K-Pg boundary. Potential antagonists
included the abundant, diverse, and volant Enantiornithes [15,137]. The Chicxulub meteor impact is
hypothesized to have decimated a large part of the terrestrial landscape, which may have provided a
vast unexploited habitat concomitant with limited floral and faunal succession, especially for highly
vagile species such as birds [138]. Accordingly, we observe a pronounced transient spike in estimated
Ne near the K-Pg boundary. Of course, the “spike” we observe is on individual branches among
lineages. A subsequent reduction in Ne in subordinate branches is necessary in order to demonstrate
that this is indeed a transient spike in Ne in any given lineage. Indeed, we observed reduced Ne on
numerous branches of subordinate clades later in time. One biological inference of process according
to the theory of adaptive radiation is that increased intraspecific competition resulting from increased
abundance may promote phenotypic differentiation and speciation and increasingly complex biotic and
trophic interactions. The population size of descendant lineages is expected to return (i.e., decrease) to
stable levels as ecological space is filled.
Columbimorphae consistently yielded among the highest Ne estimates in all manner of our
analyses, yet apart from Columbiformes, its extant species diversity is low. Thus, the presumed
abundance of the stem columbimorph does not appear to have manifested itself in speciose mesite or
sandgrouse clades. It is important to remember that ecological release and density compensation do
not always result in radiation [54,57]. It is also possible that once-diverse groups have since undergone
extensive extinction leaving few descendants [9]. It would be impossible to detect ancient explosive
radiations in these clades by sampling extant taxa [139]. In addition, seemingly inconsistent with
the high estimated Ne of Columbimorphae is that there is currently no known early Cenozoic fossil
record of Columbimorphae whatsoever. One might expect that more abundant species would be more
likely to be known from the fossil record, all other things being equal. However, it is conceivable
that fossil members of groups such as Columbimorphae may be known but not be recognized as
such by paleontologists [128], or that the fossil record of this primarily southern clade has been
inadequately sampled [27,140]. High Ne estimates for Columbimorphae suggests that paleontologists
might profitably ‘be on the lookout’ both for deposits conducive to their preservation as well as for
described paleospecies that may not be recognized as members of this osteologically diverse clade.
4.4. Comparison to Extant Birds
Of course, it would be desirable to make direct comparisons of our Ne estimates to those obtained
using other techniques as an independent check of accuracy. Although methods such as PSMC permit
estimation of Ne in lineages deeper than divergence events, they unfortunately do not permit Ne
estimation in the very deep time on which we focused. Conversely, we cannot make direct comparisons
with Ne estimates on extant species or recent lineages, because our dataset does not include alleles that
can coalesce on terminal or even sufficiently recent branches. Such data would require samples of
populations or a sufficient number of species with very recent ancestry. Moreover, our measurements
fundamentally contrast with PSMC, because PSMC tracks Ne continuously through time in units
of linked heterozygosity. Instead, we interpret our Ne estimates as the harmonic mean of a branch.
Neutral ancestral polymorphisms are lost predictably over time through lineage sorting, and Ne may be
reduced by population bottlenecks that may have occurred at any time along a branch. New mutations
subsequent to a bottleneck restore heterozygosity, but they do not restore ancestral polymorphisms [52].
That being said, the upper quartile and median values of our Ne estimates for all size partitions of
indels for deep lineages are considerably higher than those reported as current based on PSMC for the
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same 48 species we studied. It is notable, though, that most of these were inferred to have had effective
population sizes an order of magnitude higher during the Pleistocene than they currently are [52].
Furthermore, the relevance of Ne estimates in extant taxa for judging the accuracy of those near the
K-Pg boundary is questionable if the latter document an extraordinary episode of avian demography
(see above, Section 4.3). We take some comfort that all but the highest of our estimates of Ne are
plausible in comparison to those estimated for living species, notwithstanding wildly variable estimates
of Ne in extant taxa that may be due in part to different meanings of Ne and methods of calculating
it [141–143]. It is worth recalling that Ne is a measure that is based on genetic diversity that may differ
significantly from census population size. Measurements of Ne may also be affected by population
structure [144–148], selection [149,150], range expansion [151,152], introgressive hybridization, and
intralocus recombination [131], even in the context of the same meaning of Ne and when measured
by the same method. The scale at which these effects are measured is also relevant. For example,
it is often assumed that the Ne of founding populations will be small and selection will be strong
in novel environments. However, Ne is expected to increase with range expansion, as has been
observed for many invasive species and as would be expected in a scenario of range expansion
following the Chicxulub meteor impact. However, there may be a significant difference between
the reduced Ne of marginal populations that are not well adapted to local conditions (which have
been the conservation focus of most studies of existing small populations) and the increased Ne of
the metapopulation, depending on the level of population structure and gene flow [152]. Similarly,
the ecological theory of adaptive radiation predicts that selection will vary through time, beginning
with a reduction in normalizing selection and flattening of the selection landscape, followed by local
increases in selection driving speciation either in response to local conditions or due to intraspecific
competition [56]. Selection may vary considerably among loci used in any particular genetic analysis
of Ne [152], and again among sub-populations (whereas indels are assumed to be neutral markers).
Most contemporary studies amplify these disparities, since they have overwhelmingly focused on
demic populations of conservation concern. These and other well-known factors such as biased sex
ratio, and sex- or age-biased reproductive variance, could contribute to differences between censused
and effective population sizes [145]. For all these reasons, our results may have limited value for
direct comparison with studies of extant species that have explored the role and magnitude of density
compensation in response to ecological opportunity using either censused or effective population size.
The intervals of time between successive divergences among many basal lineages of Neoaves
was estimated to be as little as <1 MY [24]. This is well within the timeframe when introgressive
hybridization persists among extant birds [153]. Introgressive hybridization has much the same
effect as ILS in as much as ancestral polymorphisms may be reintroduced into the gene pool, which
hypothetically would result in shortened apparent CBL and elevated Ne. Introgressive hybridization
can result in asymmetry of incongruent quartet gene trees, so it is perhaps worth noting that Houde et
al. [89] found an asymmetry of incongruent quartet gene trees among the deep branches of Neoaves.
Unfortunately, they did not perform a symmetry test nor did they investigate where the incongruent
trees mapped in the genome, as recommended by Springer et al. [81].
We emphasize that we do not advocate the accuracy of our Ne estimates in terms of their absolute
values, particularly because we generally obtained higher Ne estimates using more size-inclusive indel
datasets than with the longest indels, especially the highest estimates. Either may have its benefits or
biases. Short indels are several orders of magnitude more numerous and exhibit much lower variance,
but they are measurably more parsimony-homoplasious than long indels and yield shorter CBL.
Despite the uncertainty of the magnitude of our Ne estimates and the causes of differences of estimates
from long and short indels, both produced a distinct spike in estimated Ne near the K-Pg boundary
(Figures 3 and 4, Figures S1 and S2). The fact that gene tree analyses comprising nucleotide and/or
indel data produced a similar spike (Figures S3–S8) suggests that indels are providing meaningful
relative measures of Ne among lineages and through time in any individual analysis.
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5. Conclusions and Future Directions
We estimated Ne in basal lineages of birds using indels and gene trees generated from nucleotides,
indels, or both in the context of well-understood relationships between gene tree concordance, time,
and demography couched in coalescent theory. All datasets produced somewhat different absolute
estimates of Ne, but qualitatively similar estimates relative to others among the lineages within each
analysis. Long indels generated more credible estimates than gene trees based on QS, regardless
of whether gene trees comprised nucleotides, indels, or both. Although the similarity of absolute
value and rank order of Ne estimates calculated on the multispecies coalescent MP-EST* tree and
concatenation TENT of Jarvis et al. [24] suggest that long indels may be somewhat less susceptible
than shorter indels to whatever factors may complicate Ne estimation, their relative paucity may
under-sample coalescent events associated with very short branches characteristic of rapid divergences
and occasionally lead to spurious results. We discuss numerous caveats and sources of potential error
in our estimates related to homoplasy, generation length, taxon and temporal sampling, tree topology,
and divergence time estimates.
We observed a spike in estimated Ne among some of the basal-most lineages of Neoaves beginning
at the K-Pg boundary. This observation is consistent with density compensation in response to
ecological opportunity. It is also consistent with the hypothesis that the K-Pg mass extinction spurned
an explosive radiation of neoavian birds, whether that was adaptive or non-adaptive. To the best of
our knowledge, such demographic data have never previously been available for the ancestral lineages
of major clades, largely because it generally requires population sampling.
The proximate tests of the validity of our results from the perspective of their relevance to ecological
theory will accrue from ongoing improved taxon sampling that will provide more uniform sampling
of divergences through time. The relevance of our results to the ecological theory of adaptive radiation
will ultimately depend on complementary studies of rates of speciation and of ecological specialization
near the K-Pg boundary. Nevertheless, we view our result as yet another piece in an ever-accruing
collection of data that are consistent with and therefore afford confidence to the hypothesis that Neoaves
underwent an adaptive radiation in response to ecological release following the K-Pg mass extinction.
Perhaps more importantly, we believe that our study represents an, albeit preliminary and imperfect,
proof-in-principle for a novel approach for estimating population demography in deep time.
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Supplementary Materials.zip, including S1: Ne estimates from Indels on TENT, with comparisons to MP-EST*
tree, S2: Ne estimates from Gene Trees, S3: Generation Length Sensitivity Analysis, Figure S1: Estimated Ne
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indels plotted on TENT timetree time scale, Figure S3: Estimated Ne of nucleotide gene trees plotted on MP-EST*
timetree time scale, Figure S4: Estimated Ne of indel gene trees plotted on MP-EST* timetree time scale, Figure S5:
Estimated Ne of nt+indel gene trees plotted on MP-EST* timetree time scale, Figure S6: Estimated Ne of nucleotide
gene trees plotted on TENT timetree time scale, Figure S7: Estimated Ne of indel gene trees plotted on TENT
timetree time scale, Figure S8: Estimated Ne of nt+indel gene trees plotted on TENT timetree time scale, Table S1:
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Species sampled with clade names, Table S4: Estimated Ne on TENT, Table S5: Rank ordered Ne estimates ≥100 bp
indels, Table S6: Rank ordered Ne estimates ≥50 bp indels, Table S7: Rank ordered Ne estimates ≥10 bp indels,
Table S8: Rank ordered Ne estimates ≥2 bp indels, Table S9: Rank ordered Ne estimates all indels, Table S10: Gene
tree estimated Ne of nucleotide and indel data using MP-EST* tree, Table S11: Gene tree estimated Ne of nucleotide
and indel data using TENT, Table S12: Upper quartile and median Ne estimates of TENT indel and gene trees,
Table S13: Rank ordered gene tree Ne estimates 1938 loci nucleotides MP-EST* vs TENT, Table S14: Rank ordered
gene tree Ne estimates 1938 loci unwt indels MP-EST* vs TENT, Table S15: Rank ordered gene tree Ne estimates
1938 loci wt25 indels MP-EST* vs TENT, Table S16: Rank ordered gene tree Ne estimates 1938 loci nts+unwt
Indels MP-EST* vs TENT, Table S17: Rank ordered gene tree Ne estimates 1938 loci nts+wt25 Indels MP-EST* vs
TENT, Table S18: Rank ordered gene tree Ne estimates 2515 loci nucleotides MP-EST* vs TENT, Table S19: Rank
ordered gene tree Ne estimates 2515 loci unwt indels MP-EST* vs TENT, Table S20: Rank ordered gene tree Ne
estimates 2515 loci nts+unwt Indels MP-EST* vs TENT, Table S21: Sensitivity analysis of generation length on
MP-EST* tree, Table S22: Sensitivity analysis of generation length on TENT. Data files are available from Zenodo
at doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3757429
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